Abstract. We present a direct discretization of the electronic Schrödinger equation. It is based on one-dimensional Meyer wavelets from which we build an anisotropic multiresolution analysis for general particle spaces by a tensor product construction. We restrict these spaces to the case of antisymmetric functions. To obtain finite-dimensional subspaces we first discuss semi-discretization with respect to the scale parameter by means of sparse grids which relies on mixed regularity and decay properties of the electronic wave functions. We then propose different techniques for a discretization with respect to the position parameter. Furthermore we present the results of our numerical experiments using this new generalized sparse grid methods for Schrödinger's equation.
Introduction
In this article we consider the electronic Schrödinger equation (first without spin for reasons of simplicity)
HΨ(x 1 , . . . , x N ) = EΨ(x 1 , . . . , x N ) 
Here, with d = 3, x p := (x 1,p , . . . , x d,p ) ∈ R d denotes the position of the p-th electron, p = 1 . . . , N , and R q ∈ R d denotes the fixed position of the q-th nucleus, q = 1, . . . , N nuc . The operator ∆ p is the Laplacian acting on the x p -component of Ψ, i.e.
2 , Z q is the charge of the q-th nucleus and the norm |.| 2 denotes the usual Euclidean distance in R d . The solution Ψ describes the wave function associated to the eigenvalue E.
This eigenvalue problem results from the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [51] to the general Schrödinger equation for a system of electrons and nuclei which takes the different masses of electrons and nuclei into account. It is one of the core problems of computational chemistry. Its successful treatment would allow to predict the properties of arbitrary atomic systems and molecules [22] . However, except for very simple cases, there is no analytical solution for (1) available. Also a direct numerical approach is impossible since Ψ is a d·N -dimensional function. Any discretization on e.g. uniform grids with O(K) points in each direction would involve O(K d·N ) degrees of freedoms which are impossible to store for d = 3, N > 1. Here, we encounter the curse of dimensionality [8] . Therefore, most approaches resort to an approximation of (1) only. Examples are the classical Hartree-Fock method and its successive refinements like configuration interaction and coupled clusters. Alternative methods are based on density functional theory which result in the Kohn-Sham equations or the reduced density matrix (RDM) [50] and the r12 approach [23] which lead to improved accuracy and open the way to new applications. A survey of these methods can be found in [3, 10, 46] . A major problem with these techniques is that, albeit quite successful in practice, they nevertheless only provide approximations. A systematical improvement is usually not available such that convergence of the model to Schrödinger's equation is achieved.
Instead, we intend to directly discretize the Schrödinger equation without resorting to any model approximation. To this end, we propose a new variant of the so-called sparse grid approach. The sparse grid method is a discretization technique for higher-dimensional problems which promises to circumvent the abovementioned curse of dimensionality provided that certain smoothness prerequisites are fulfilled. Various sparse grid discretization methods have already been developed in the context of integration problems [27, 28] , integral equations [24, 32] and elliptic partial differential equations, see [12] and the references cited therein for an overview. In Fourier space, such methods are also known under the name hyperbolic cross approximation [5, 21, 61] . A first heuristic approach to apply this methodology to the electronic Schrödinger equation was presented in [26] . The sparse grid idea was also used in the fast evaluation of Slater determinants in [33] . Recently Yserentant showed in [67] that the smoothness prerequisite necessary for sparse grids is indeed valid for the solution of the electronic Schrödinger equation.
To be more precise, he showed that an antisymmetric solution of the electronic Schrödinger equation with d = 3 possesses H 1,1 mix -or H 1/2,1 mix -regularity for the fully antisymmetric and the partially symmetric case, respectively. This motivated the application of a generalized sparse grid approach in Fourier space to the electronic Schrödinger equation as presented in [30] . There, sparse grids for general particle problems as well as antisymmetric sparse grids have been developed and were applied to (1) in the periodic setting. Basically, estimates of the type
could be achieved where M denotes the number of Fourier modes used in the discretization. Here, the norm . H
1,1 mix
involves bounded mixed first derivatives. Thus the order of the method with respect to M is asymptotically independent of the dimension of the problem, i.e. the number N of electrons. But, the constants and the H 1,1 mix -norm of the solution nevertheless depend on the number of electrons. While the dependency of the order constant might be analysed along the lines of [29] , the problem remains that the smoothness term Ψ H 1,1 mix grows exponentially with the number of electrons. This could be seen from the results of the numerical experiments in [30] and was one reason why in the periodic Fourier setting problems with higher numbers of electrons could not be treated. It was also observed in [69] where a certain scaling was introduced into the definitions of the norms which compensates for this growth factor. In [68, 70] it was suggested to scale the decomposition of the hyperbolic cross into subspaces accordingly and to further approximate each of the subspace contributions by some individually properly truncated Fourier series to cope with this problem.
In this article, we present a modified sparse grid/hyperbolic cross discretization for the electronic Schrödinger equation which implements this approach. It uses one-dimensional Meyer wavelets as basic building blocks in a tensor product construction to obtain a L 2 -orthogonal multiscale basis for the many-electron space. Then a truncation of the associated series expansion results in sparse grids. Here, for the level index we truncate according to the idea of hyperbolic crosses whereas we truncate for the position index according to various patterns which take to some extent the decay of the scaling function coefficients for x → ∞ into account. Note that since we work in an infinite domain this resembles a truncation to a compact domain in which we then consider a local wavelet basis. Here, domain truncation error and scale resolution error should be balanced. Antisymmetry of the resulting discrete wavelet basis is achieved by a restriction of the active indices.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: In section 2 we present the Meyer wavelet family on R and discuss its properties. In section 3 we introduce a multiresolution analysis for many particle spaces build by a tensor product construction from the one-dimensional Meyer wavelets and introduce various Sobolev norms. Then we discuss semi-discretization with respect to the scale parameter by means of generalized sparse grids and present a resulting error estimate in section 4. Section 5 deals with antisymmetric generalized sparse grids. In section 6 we invoke results on the mixed regularity of electronic wave functions and we discuss rescaling of norms and sparse grid spaces to obtain error bounds which involve the L 2 -norm of the solution instead of the mixed Sobolev norm. Then, in section 7 we comment on the setup of the system matrix and on the solution procedure for the discrete eigenvalue problem on general sparse grids and we propose different techniques for the discretization with respect to the position parameter. Furthermore we present the results of our numerical experiments. Finally we give some concluding remarks in section 8.
Orthogonal multilevel bases and the Meyer wavelet family on R
We intend to use for the discretization of (1) a L 2 -orthogonal basis system. 1 This is an important prerequisite from the practical point of view, since it allows to apply the well-known Slater-Condon rules. They reduce the R d·N -and R 2·d·N -dimensional integrals necessary in the Galerkin discretization of the one-and two electron part of the potential function of (1) to short sums of d-dimensional and 2d-dimensional integrals, respectively. Otherwise, due to the structure of the Slater determinants necessary to obtain antisymmetry, these sums would contain exponentially many terms with respect to the number N of electrons present in the system.
Let us recall the definition of a multiresolution analysis on R, see also [52] . We consider an infinite sequence
Furthermore, there is a so-called scaling function (or father wavelet) φ ∈ V 0 , such that {φ(x − j) : j ∈ Z} forms an orthonormal basis for V 0 . Then
forms an orthonormal basis of V l and we can represent any u(x) ∈ V l as u(
we obtain an associated sequence of detail spaces W l with associated mother wavelet ϕ ∈ W 0 , such that {ϕ(x − j) : j ∈ Z} forms an orthonormal basis for W 0 . Thus
gives an orthonormal basis for W l and {ϕ l,j : l, j ∈ Z} is an orthonormal basis of
with the coefficients u l,j := R ϕ * l,j (x)u(x)dx. In the following we focus on the Meyer wavelet family for the choice of φ and ϕ. There, with the definition of the Fourier transform
−iωx dx we set as father and mother wavelet in Fourier spacê
where ν : R → R ∈ C r is a parameter function still do be fixed, which has the properties ν(x) = 0 for x ≤ 0, ν(x) = 1 for x > 1 and ν(x) + ν(1 − x) = 1. By dilation and translation we obtain
where theφ l,j andφ l,j denote the dilates and translates of (5) and (6), respectively. This wavelet family can be derived from a partition of unity lχ l (ω) = 1, ∀ω ∈ R in Fourier space, wherê
see [4] for details. The function ν basically describes the decay from one to zero of one partition functionχ l in the overlap with its neighbor. The smoothness of thê χ l is thus directly determined by the smoothness of ν. The mother waveletsφ l,j and the father waveletsφ l,j in Fourier space inherit the smoothness of theχ l 's via the relation (7). There are various choices for ν with different smoothness properties in the literature, see [4, 45, 53, 54] . Examples are the Shannon wavelet and the raised cosine wavelet [63] , i.e. (6) with
or, on the other hand,
with α = 1, 2 [62] , respectively. Other types of Meyer wavelets with different smoothness properties can be found in [19, 34, 40, 65] . The resulting mother wavelet functions in real space and Fourier space are given in Figure 1 . Note the two symmetric areas of support and the associated two bands with non-zero values of the wavelets in Fourier space which resemble the line of construction due to Wilson, Malvar, Coifman and Meyer [17, 20, 39, 49, 64] to circumvent the Balian-Low theorem 2 [7, 48] . In real space, these wavelets are C ∞ -functions with 2 The Balian-Low theorem basically states that the family of functions gm,n(x) = e 2πimx g(x − n), m, n ∈ Z, which are related to the windowed Fourier transform, cannot be an orthonormal basis of L 2 (R), if the two integrals R R x 2 |g(x)| 2 dx and R R k 2 |ĝ(k)| 2 dk are both finite. Thus there exists no orthonormal family for a Gaussian window function g(x) = π −1/4 e −x 2 /2 which is both sufficiently regular and well localized.
global support, in Fourier space, they are piecewise continuous, piecewise continuous differentiable and C ∞ , respectively, and have compact support. Furthermore they possess infinitely many vanishing moments. Finally their envelope in real space decays with |x| → ∞ as |x| −1 for ν 0 , as |x| −2 for ν 1 and faster than any polynomial (subexponentially) for ν ∞ , respectively. To our knowledge, only for the Meyer wavelets with (8) there are analytical formulae in both real and Fourier space available. Certain integrals in a Galerkin discretization of (1) can then be given analytically. For the other types of Meyer wavelets analytical formulae only exist in Fourier space and thus numerical integration is necessary in a Galerkin discretization of (1) .
For a discretization of (4) with respect to the level-scale l we can restrict the doubly infinite sum to an interval l ∈ [L 1 , L 2 ]. However to obtain the space V L2 we have to complement the sum of detail spaces
by the space V L1 , i.e. we have
with the associated representation
Note that for the case of R, beside the choice of a finest scale L 2 , we here also have a choice of the coarsest scale L 1 . This is in contrast to the case of a finite domain where the coarsest scale is usually determined by the size of the domain and is denoted as level zero.
Additionally we can scale our spaces and decompositions by a parameter c > 0, c ∈ R. For example, we can set
For c = 2 k , k ∈ Z, the obvious identity V 
l+k holds. With the choice c = 2 −L1 we can get rid of the parameter L 1 and may write our wavelet decomposition as
i.e. we can denote the associated coarsest space with level zero and the finest detail space with level L (which now expresses the rescaled parameter L 2 ). To simplify notation we will skip the scaling index . c in the following.
We also introduce with
for c = 2 −L1 a unique notation for both the father wavelets on the coarsest scale and the mother wavelets of the detail spaces. Bear however in mind that in the following the function ψ l,j with l = 0 denotes a father wavelet, i.e. a scaling function only, whereas it denotes for l ≥ 1 a true wavelet on scale l − 1.
Let us finally consider the wavelet representation of the function e −σ|x−x0|
which is the one-dimensional analogon of the ground state wavefunction of hydrogen centered in x 0 = 0. For two types of Meyer wavelets, i.e. with ν 0 from (8) and ν ∞ from (9) with α = 2, Figure 2 gives the isolines to the values 10 −3 and 10 −4 for both the absolute value of the coefficients v l,j of the representation with respect to the scaling functions and the absolute value of the coefficients u l,j of the representation with respect to the wavelet functions. Here we see the following: For the Meyer wavelet with ν ∞ from (9) where α = 2, the isolines to different values (only 10 −3 and 10 −4 are shown) are nearly parallel for both the wavelet coefficients u l,j and the scaling coefficients v l,j . For levels larger than −2 the isolines of the wavelet coefficients are even straight lines. Furthermore, on sufficiently coarse levels, the isoline for the wavelet coefficients and the scaling coefficients practically coincide. This is an effect of the C ∞ -property of the underlying mother wavelet. For the Meyer wavelet with ν 0 from (8), i.e. for wavelets which are not C ∞ in both real space and Fourier space, these two observations do not hold.
If we compare the isolines of the wavelet coefficients u l,j for the Meyer wavelet with ν ∞ from (9) where α = 2 and that of the Meyer wavelet with ν 0 from (8) we observe that the level on which the bottom kink occurs is exactly the same. However the size of the largest diameter (here roughly on level -2) is substantially bigger for the Shannon wavelet. Note the different scaling of the x-axis of the diagrams on the left and right side.
We furthermore observe for the isolines of the scaling coefficients an exponential behavior, i.e. from level l to level l +1 the associated value for j nearly doubles in a sufficient distance away from point x = 0. With respect to the wavelet coefficients, however, we see that the support shrinks super-exponentially towards the bottom kink with raising level.
The relation (3) relates the spaces V l , W l and V l+1 and allows to switch between the scaling coefficients and the wavelet coefficients on level l to the scaling coefficients on level l + 1 and vice versa. This enables us to choose an optimal coarsest level for a prescribed accuracy and we also can read off the pattern of indices (l, j) which result in a best M -term approximation with respect to the L 2 − and H 1 -norm for that prescribed accuracy, respectively. For the Meyer wavelet with ν ∞ from (9) where α = 2, the optimal choice of the coarsest level L 1 on which we use scaling functions is just the level where, for a prescribed accuracy, the two absolute values of the wavelet coefficients on one level possess their largest distance, i.e. the associated isoline of the wavelet coefficients shows the largest diameter (here roughly on level -2). The selection of a crossing isoline then corresponds to the fixation of a boundary error by truncation of the further decaying scaling function coefficients on that level which resembles a restriction of R to just a finite domain. From this base a downward pointing triangle then gives the area of indices to be taken into account into the finite sum of best approximation with respect to that error. We observe that the use of the wavelets with ν 0 from (8) would result in a substantially larger area of indices and thus number of coefficients to be taken into account to obtain the same error level. There, the form of the area is no longer a simple triangle but shows a "butterfly"-like shape where the base of the pattern is substantially larger.
MRA and Sobolev spaces for particle spaces
In the following we introduce a multiresolution analysis based on Meyer wavelets for particle spaces on (R d ) N and discuss various Sobolev spaces on it. First, let us set up a basis for the one-particle space
Note that due to (11) this product may involve both father and mother wavelets depending on the values of the components of the level index l. We furthermore denote
Let us now define isotropic Sobolev spaces in d dimensions with help of the wavelet series expansion, i.e. we classify functions via the decay of their wavelet coefficients. To this end, we set
and define
x and c is a constant which depends on d. Based on the given one-particle basis (12) we now define a basis for manyparticle spaces on R d·N . We then have the
To this end, we first employ a tensor product construction and define the multi-indices l = (l 1 , ..., l N ) ∈ N d·N 0 and the associated multivariate wavelets
Note again that this product may involve both father and mother wavelets depending on the values of the components of the level index l. The wavelets ψ l, j span the subspaces W l, j := span{ψ l, j } whose union forms 3 the space
We then can uniquely represent any function u from V as
with coefficients
Now, starting from the one-particle space H s (R d ) we build Sobolev spaces for many particles. Obviously there are many possibilities to generalize the concept of Sobolev spaces [1] from the one-particle case to higher dimensions. Two simple possibilities are the additive or multiplicative combination i.e. an arithmetic or geometric averaging of the scales for the different particles. We use the following definition that combines both possibilities. We denote
and
Now, for −∞ < t, r < ∞, set
with a constant c which depends on d and N . The standard isotropic Sobolev spaces [1] as well as the Sobolev spaces of dominating mixed smoothness [58] , both generalized to the N -particle case, are included here. They can be written as the special cases
respectively. Hence, the parameter r from (19) governs the isotropic smoothness, whereas t governs the mixed smoothness. Thus, the spaces H 
Semidiscrete general sparse grid spaces
We now consider truncation of the series expansion (17) with respect to the level parameter l but keep the part of the full series expansion with respect to the position parameter j. To this end, we introduce, besides the parameter L (after proper scaling with c) which indicates the truncation of the scale with respect to the one-particle space, an additional parameter T ∈ (−∞, 1] which regulates the truncation pattern for the interaction between particles. We define the generalized sparse grid space
with associated generalized hyperbolic cross with respect to the scale-parameter l
The parameter T allows us to switch from the full grid case T = −∞ to the conventional sparse grid case T = 0, compare [12, 31, 42] , and also allows to create with T ∈ (0, 1] subspaces of the hyperbolic cross/conventional sparse grid space. Obviously, the inclusions We then can uniquely represent any function u from V K,T as
Such a projection into V K,T introduces an error. Here we have the following error estimate:
For a proof, compare the arguments in [31, 42, 43, 30] . This type of estimate was already given for the case of a dyadically refined wavelet basis with d = 1 for the periodic case on a finite domain in [31, 42, 43] . It is a generalization of the energy-norm based sparse grid approach of [11, 12, 29] where the case s = 1, t = 2, r = 0 was considered using a hierarchical piecewise linear basis. Let us discuss some cases. For the standard Sobolev space H 0,r mix (i.e. t = 0, r = 2) and the spaces V L,T with T ≥ −∞ the resulting order is dependent of T and dependent on the number of particles N . In particular the order even deteriorates with larger T . For the standard Sobolev spaces of bounded mixed derivatives H t,0 mix (i.e. t = 2, r = 0) and the spaces V L,T with T > s 2 the resulting order is dependent of T and dependent on the number of particles N whereas for T ≤ s 2 the resulting order is independent of T and N . If we restrict the class of functions for example to H 1,1 mix (i.e. t = 1, r = 1) and measure the error in the H 1 -norm (i.e. s = 1) the approximation order is dependent on N for all T > 0 and independent on N and T for all T ≤ 0. Note that in all cases the constants in the O-notation depend on N and d.
Antisymmetric semidiscrete general sparse grid spaces
Let us now come back to the Schrödinger equation (1) . Note that in general an electronic wave function depends in addition to the positions x i of the electrons also on their associated spin coordinates
Thus electronic wave functions are defined as Ψ :
with spin coordinates σ = (σ 1 , . . . , σ N ). Furthermore, physically relevant eigenfunctions Ψ obey the following two assumptions: First, elementary particles are indistinguishable from each other (fundamental principle of quantum mechanics). Second, no two electrons may occupy the same quantum state simultaneously (Pauli exclusion principle). Thus, we consider only wave functions which are antisymmetric with respect to an arbitrary simultaneous permutation P ∈ S N of the electron positions and spin variables, i.e. which fulfil
Here, S N denotes the symmetric group. The permutation P is a mapping P : {1, . . . , N } → {1, . . . , N } which translates to a permutation of the corresponding numbering of electrons and thus to a permutation of indices, i.e. we have
T . In particular, the symmetric group is of size |S N | = N ! and the expression (−1) |P | is equal to the determinant det P of the associated permutation matrix. Now, to a given spin vector σ ∈ {− 
. Then, since there are 2 N possible different spin distributions σ, the full Schrödinger equation, i.e. the eigenvalue problem HΨ = EΨ, decouples into 2 N eigenvalue problems for the 2 N associated spatial components Ψ σ . Here, the spatial part Ψ σ to a given σ obeys the condition
In particular, the minimal eigenvalue of all eigenvalue problems for the spatial components is equal to the minimal eigenvalue of the full eigenvalue problem. Moreover, the eigenfunctions of the full system can be composed by the eigenfunctions of the eigenvalue problems for the spatial parts.
Although there are 2 N possible different spin distributions σ, the bilinear form Ψ(P ·)|H|Ψ(P ·) is invariant under all permutations P ∈ S N of the position coordinates x. Thus it is sufficient to consider the eigenvalue problems which are associated to the spin vectors σ for j ≤ S, 1 2 for j > S.
In particular, it is enough to solve only the ⌊N/2⌋ eigenvalue problems which correspond to the spin vectors σ (N,S) with S ≤ N/2. For further details see [66] . Therefore, we consider in the following without loss of generality only spin distributions σ (N,S) = (σ of V . We define the projection into this subspace, i.e. the antisymmetrization operator
For any basis function ψ l ,j of our general N -particle space V we then have
In other words, the classical product
gets replaced by the product of two outer products
that correspond to the two sets of coordinates and one-particle bases which are associated to the two spin values − (x 1 ) . . . ψ l1,j1 (x N ) . . . . . . . . .
.
Note here again that due to (11) both father wavelet functions and mother wavelet functions may be involved in the respective products. 
as follows:
where for the index pair
the relation < is defined as
With
we then can define the antisymmetric subspace V
where we denote from now on W l, j = span{Φ
can then uniquely be represented as
Now we are in the position to consider semidiscrete subspaces of V A (N,S) . To this end, in analogy to (20) we define the the generalized semidiscrete antisymmetric sparse grid spaces
with associated antisymmetric generalized sets
Obviously, the inclusions V
for T 1 ≥ T 2 hold. Note that for the associated error the same type of estimate as in Lemma 1 holds. The number of l-subbands however, i.e. the number of subsets of indices from Ω
with the same l, is reduced by the factor S!(N − S)!.
Regularity and decay properties of the solution
So far we introduced various semidiscrete sparse grid spaces for particle problems and carried these techniques over to the case of antisymmetric wave functions. Here, the order of the error estimate depended on the degree s of the Sobolevnorm in which we measure the approximation error and the degrees t and r of anisotropic and isotropic smoothness, respectively, which was assumed to hold for the continuous wave function.
We now return to the electronic Schrödinger problem (1) and invoke our general theory for this special case. To this end, let us recall a major result from [67] . There, Yserentant showed with the help of Fourier transforms that an antisymmetric solution of the electronic Schrödinger equation with d = 3 possesses H 1,1 mix -regularity in the case S = 0 or S = N and at least H 1/2,1 mix -regularity otherwise. The main argument to derive this fact is a Hardy type inequality, see [67] for details.
Let us first consider the case of a full antisymmetric solution, i.e. the case S = 0 or S = N , and the resulting approximation rate in more detail. If we measure the approximation error in the H 1 -norm, we obtain from Lemma 1 with s = 1 and
In particular, for the choice T = 0 we have a rate of O(2 −L ). Also note that the constant in the estimate still depends on N and d.
In an analog way we can argue for the partial antisymmetric case where we have for an arbitrary chosen 1 ≤ S ≤ N at least H mix -terms may grow exponentially with the number N of electrons. This is a serious problem for any further discretization in j-space since to compensate for this exponential growth, the parameter L has to be chosen dependent on N . Such a behavior could be seen in the case of a finite domain with periodic boundary conditions with Fourier bases from the results of the numerical experiments in [30] and was one reason why problems with higher numbers of electrons could not be treated.
In [69] , a rescaling of the mixed Sobolev norm is suggested. To this end, a scaled analog of the H 1,r mix -norm, r ∈ {0, 1}, albeit in Fourier space notation (one k-scale in Fourier space only instead of the l-and j-scales in wavelet space) is introduced, compare also [30] , via
where I denotes the subset of indices of electrons with the same spin,Ψ( k) is the Fourier transform of Ψ and k ∈ R dN are the coordinates in Fourier space with single-particle-components k p ∈ R d . Here the scaling parameter R relates to the intrinsic length scale of the atom or molecule under consideration. It must hold R ≤ C √ N max(N, Z) with Z = q Z q the totals charge of the nuclei, see also [56, 69] . For an electronically neutral system Z = N and thus R ≤ CN 3/2 . Compared to our definitions λ mix and λ iso of (18) we see the following difference: Besides that (28) involves integration instead of summation, (28) deals with the non-octavized case whereas we used the octavized version which involves powers of two. This is one reason why in the product p∈I (1 + |k p /R| 2 ) the factor one must be present. Otherwise the case k p = 0 is not dealt properly with. But this also opens the possibility to treat the coordinates with values zero differently in the scaling, since the scaling with 1/R in the product acts only on the coordinates with non-zero values.
Furthermore, with I + and I − the sets of indices p of electrons for which the spin attains the values −1/2 and 1/2, respectively, and a parameter K (non-octavized case), the subdomain
in Fourier space describes a cartesian product of two scaled hyperbolic crosses. In the extreme cases S = 0 or S = N it degenerates to just one hyperbolic cross. Then, with the projection
whereχ R,K is the characteristic function of the domain H Y R,K , the following error estimate is shown in [69] : For all eigenfunctions with negative eigenvalues and s = 0, 1 there holds
The restriction to eigenfunctions of the Schrödinger-Hamiltonian whose associated eigenvalues are strictly smaller than zero is not a severe issue since such an assumption holds for bounded states, i.e. any system with localized electrons, compare also [25, 38, 59 ]. This surprising result shows that, with proper scaling in the norms and the associated choice of a scaled hyperbolic cross, it is possible to get rid of the Ψ H 1,r mix -terms on the right hand side of sparse grid estimates of the type (22) . Note that these terms may grow exponentially with N whereas Ψ 0 = 1. To derive semidiscrete approximation spaces which, e.g. after scaling, overcome this problem is an important step towards any efficient discretization for problems with higher numbers of electrons N . Note however that e.g. already for the most simple case S = 0 or S = N where in (29) only one cross is involved due to I − = {} or I + = {}, the subdomain H Y R,K is no longer a conventional hyperbolic cross in Fourier space. Now, depending of the different dimensions, the "rays" of the cross are chopped off due to the rescaling with R. This gets more transparent if we use the relation 
we have
and see more clearly how the scaling with R acts individually on the different dimensional subsets of the Fourier coordinates. In Figure 4 we give in logarithmic and absolute representation the boundaries of the domains H This dimensional scaling is closely related to well-known decay properties of the solution of Schrödinger's equation which we now recall from the literature. In the seminal work of Agmon [2] the L 2 -decay of the eigenfunctions of the electronic Schrödinger-Hamiltonian of an atom with one nucleus fixed in the origin of the coordinate system is studied in detail and a characterization of the type
for any ε > 0 is given for eigenfunctions Ψ with associated eigenvalue µ below the so-called essential spectrum of H. In other words, Ψ decays in the L 2 -sense roughly like e −ρ( x) . Here, ρ( x) is the geodesic distance from x to the origin in the Riemannian metric
To this end, if I denotes any proper subset of {1, . . . N }, let H I denote the restriction of the full Hamiltonian H to the subsystem involving only the electrons associated to I and Λ I = inf σ(H I ), Λ I = 0 if I is empty. For any x ∈ R N ·d /{0}, I( x) denotes the subset of integers i ∈ {1, . . . , N } for which x i = 0. Note that ρ is not isotropic but takes at each point x the amount of electrons with position 0, i.e. the number of electron-nucleus cusps into account.
The result (30) gives some hope that it might indeed be possible to find after additional discretization (in j-space) an overall discretization which is cost effective and results in an error which does not grow exponentially with the amount of electrons.
The idea is now to decompose the scaled hyperbolic cross H Y R,K in Fourier space and to approximate the corresponding parts of the associated projection P R,KΨ ( k) properly. To this end, let us assume that we consider a non-periodic, isolated system. It then can be shown that any eigenfunction Ψ with negative eigenvalue below the essential spectrum of the Schrödinger operator H decays exponentially in the L 2 -sense with | x| → ∞. The same holds for its first derivative [37] . A consequence is that the Fourier transformΨ is infinitely often differentiable as a function in k. Let us now decompose H 
by means of a C ∞ -partition of unity lχ l = 1 on H Y R,K , i.e. eachχ l ( k) ∈ C ∞ as a function in k. Then the functionsΨ R,K, l ( k) inherit the C ∞ -smoothness property and thus can each be well and efficiently approximated by e.g. a properly truncated Fourier series expansion. Note that the detailed choice of partition of unity is not yet specified and there are many possibilities. In the following we will use, e.g. after proper scaling, c.f. (10) and (11), the partition
for |k| ≤ L the set of indices in l, j-wavelet space which is associated to (29) reads
Note that this involves a kind of octavization due to the size of the support of thê χ l . For example, we obtain for the Shannon waveletλ(l) = |(
Numerical experiments
We now consider the assembly of the discrete system matrix which is associated to a generalized antisymmetric sparse grid space V l ′ , j ′ we obtain one entry in the stiffness matrix, i.e.
Since we use L 2 -orthogonal one-dimensional Meyer wavelets as basic building blocks in our construction, also the one-particle basis functions are L 2 -orthogonal and we furthermore have L 2 -orthogonality of the antisymmetric many-particle basis functions Φ (N,S) l, j (x). We then can take advantage of the well-known SlaterCondon rules [18, 55, 60] . Consequently, quite a few entries of the system matrix are zero and the remaining non-zero entries can be put together from the values of certain d-and 2d-dimensional integrals. These integrals can be written in terms of the Fourier transformation of the Meyer wavelets. In case of the kinetic energy operator we obtain for l α ,
and for the integrals related to the d-dimensional Coulomb operator v(x) = 1/|x| 2 we can write
we obtain the integrals related to the electron-electron operator v(x − y) = 1/|x − y| 2 in the form
Here, f * g denotes the Fourier convolution, namely (2π)
dy. Note that, in the case of the Meyer wavelet tensor-product basis, the d-dimensional Fourier convolution can be written in terms of the one-dimensional Fourier convolution
Thus the d-dimensional and 2d-dimensional integrals in real space which are associated to the Coulomb operator and the electron-electron operator can be written in form of d-dimensional integrals of terms involving one-dimensional convolution integrals.
For the solution of the resulting discrete eigenvalue problem we invoke a parallelized conventional Lanczos method taken from the software package SLEPc [35] which is based on the parallel software package PETSc [6] . Note that here also other solution approaches are possible with improved complexities, like multigridtype methods [13, 15, 44, 47] which however still need to be carried over to the setting of our generalized antisymmetric sparse grids.
Note that an estimate for the accuracy of an eigenfunction relates to an analogous estimate for the eigenvalue by means of the relation |E − E app | ≤ C · Ψ − Ψ app 2 H 1 where E and Ψ denote the exact minimal eigenvalue and associated eigenfunction of H, respectively, and E app and Ψ app denote finite-dimensional Galerkin approximations in arbitrary subspaces, see also [66] .
Then, with Lemma 1, we would obtain for the case d = 3 with s = 1 and, for example, r = 1, t = 1, S = 0 and T ≥ 0 the estimate
and we see that the eigenvalues are in general much better approximated than the eigenfunctions. For example, for T = 0, this would result in a (squared) rate of the order −2.
Let us now describe our heuristic approach for a finite-dimensional subspace choice in wavelet space which hopefully gives us efficient a-priori patterns Ω (34) which reflects the decay properties, the nucleus cusp and the electron-electron cusps of an atom in real space with nucleus fixed in the origin as guidance to a-priori derive a pattern of active wavelet indices in space and scale similar to the simple one-dimensional example of Figure 2 . The localization peak of a Meyer wavelet ψ l,j in real space (e.g. after proper scaling with some c analogously to (10) ) is given by
where ι(l, j) = j, l = 0, 1 + 2j, otherwise which leads in the multidimensional case to
We now are in the position to describe different discretizations with respect to both the l-scale and the j-scale. We focus with respect to the j-scale on three cases: First, we restrict the whole real space to a finite domain and take the associated wavelets on all incorporated levels into account. Note that in this case the number of wavelets grows from level to level by a factor of 2. Second, we use on each level the same prescribed fixed number of wavelets. And third we let the number of wavelets decay from level to level by a certain factor which results in a multivariate analog to the triangular subspace of Figure 2 To this end, we define with the parameter J ∈ N + the pattern for the finite domain with full wavelet resolution, i.e. the full space (with respect to j-scale after a finite domain is fixed), as
with prescribed α p , β p,q . Note here the equivalence of the sum to ln(h (θ( l, j)) ).
To describe the other two cases we set with a general function Θ which still has to be fixed Note that θ −1 denotes the inverse mapping to θ. It holds
whereι(l, j) = (l, ι(l, j)). We now define the rectangular index set Ω
and for l ∈ N 0 and j ∈ Z we set Λ tri (L,J,R) with help of
where for l ∈ N 0 and j ∈ Z we set
with L max as the maximum level for the respective triangle.
Let us now discuss the results of our first, very preliminary numerical experiments with these new sparse grid methods for Schrödinger's equation. To this end, we restrict ourselves for complexity reasons to the case of one-dimensional particles only. The general three-dimensional case will be the subject of a forthcoming paper. We use in the following in (1) the potential
with
which is truncated at radius D and shifted by D. Note that lim |r|2→∞ v(r) = 0. Up to truncation and the shift with D, |r| 2 is just the one-dimensional analogue to the Coulomb potential. The Fourier transform readŝ
Note thatv is continuous. We study for varying numbers N of particles the behavior of the discrete energy E, i.e. the smallest eigenvalue of the associated system matrix A, as L and J increase. Here, we use the generalized antisymmetric sparse grids Ω
and focus on the two cases S = 0 or S = ⌊N/2⌋. We employ the Meyer wavelets with (9) where ν ∞ , α = 2, and the Shannon wavelet with ν 0 from (8) . Tables 1 and 2 give the obtained results. Here, M denotes the number of degrees of freedom and #A denotes the number of the non-zero matrix entries. Furthermore, ∆E denotes the difference of the obtained values of E and ε denotes the quotient of the values of ∆E for two successive rows in the table. Thus, ε indicates the convergence rate of the discretization error.
In Table 1 , with just one particle, i.e. N = 1, we see that the minimal eigenvalues for the Shannon wavelet are slightly, i.e. by 10 −3 − 10 −2 , worse than the minimal eigenvalues for the Meyer wavelet with ν ∞ . Furthermore, from the first part of the table where we fix L = 1 and vary J and alternatively fix J = 16 and vary L it gets clear that it necessary to increase both J and L to obtain convergence. While just an increase of J with fixed L = 1 does not improve the result at Table 1 all (with D fixed), the increase of L for a fixed J at least gives a convergence to the solution on a bounded domain whose size is associated to the respective value of D and J. In the second part of the table we compare the behavior for Ω Let us now consider the results for N > 1 given in Table 2 and Table 3 . Here we restricted ourselves to the sparse grid Ω
and to the sparse
Λ Θrec (L,J,R) due to complexity reasons. We see that the computed minimal eigenvalues in the case S = N 2 are higher than that in the case S = 0, as to be expected. Furthermore, our results suggest convergence for rising L. If we compare Table 2 . Table 3 . the cases R = 1 and R = 2 Λ Θrec (4, 8, 1) with 68367 degrees of freedom we get a lower minimal eigenvalue of −72.597270. We observe additionally that, we obtaine lower eigenvalues in the case Ω . This is probably due to the low value of the parameter J. Note furthermore that the sparse grid effect acts only on the fully antisymmetric subspaces of the total space. This is the reason for the quite large number of degrees of freedom for the case N = 4 and S = 2.
Note finally that our present simple numerical quadrature procedure is relatively expensive. To achive results for higher numbers of particles with sufficiently large L and J, the numerical integration scheme has to be improved. Moreover, to deal in the future with the case of three-dimensional particles using the classical potential (2) and the Meyer wavelets with ν ∞ , an efficient and accurate numerical quadrature still has to be derived. 
Concluding remarks
In this article we proposed to use Meyer's wavelets in a sparse grid approach for a direct discretization of the electronic Schrödinger equation. The sparse grid constructions promises to break the curse of dimensionality to some extent and may allow a numerical treatment of the Schrödinger equation without resorting to any model approximation. We discussed the Meyer wavelet family and their properties and built on them an anisotropic multiresolution analysis for general particle spaces. Furthermore we studied a semidiscretization with respect to the level and introduced generalized semidiscrete sparse grid spaces. We then restricted these spaces to the case of antisymmetric functions with additional spin. Using regularity and decay properties of the eigenfunctions of the Schrödinger operator we discussed rescaled semidiscrete sparse grid spaces due to Yserentant. They allow to get rid of the terms that involve the H 1,1 mix -and H 1/2,1 mix -norm of the eigenfunction which may grow exponentially with the number of electrons present in the system. Thus a direct estimation of the approximation error can be achieved that only involves the L 2 -norm of the eigenfunction. We also showed that a Fourier series approximation of a splitting of the eigenfunctions living on a scaled hyperbolic cross in Fourier space essentially just results in Meyer wavelets. Therefore, we directly tried to discretize Schrödinger's equation in properly chosen wavelet subspaces. We only presented preliminary numerical results with one-dimensional particles and a shifted and truncated potential. For the Meyer wavelets with ν ∞ and for the classical, not truncated Coulomb potential, substantially improved quadrature routines have to be developed in the future to achieved reasonable run times for the set up of the stiffness matrix. Furthermore, the interplay and the optimal choice of the coarsest scale, i.e. of c, the scaling parameter R, the domain truncation parameter J, the scale truncation parameter L and the parameters L max , α p , β p,q is not clear at all and needs further investigation. Finally more experiments are necessary with other types of sparse grid subspaces beyond the ones derived from the Hylleraas-type function (34) to complete our search for an accurate and cost effective approximation scheme for higher numbers N of electrons. Probably not the best strategy for subspace selection was yet used and substantially improved schemes can be found in the future. This may be done along the lines of best M -term approximation which, from a theoretical point of view, would however involve a new, not yet existing Besov regularity theory for high-dimensional spaces in an anisotropic setting. Or, from a practical point of view, this would involve new adaptive sparse grid schemes using tensor product Meyer wavelets which need proper error estimators and refinement strategies for both the boundary truncation error and, balanced with it, the scale truncation error.
The sparse grid approach is based on a tensor product construction which allows to treat the nucleus-electron cusps properly which are aligned to the particlecoordinate axes of the system but which does not fit to the "diagonal" directions of the electron-electron cusps. Here, proper a-priori refinement or general adaptivity must be used which however involves for d = 3 at least the quite costly resolution of three-dimensional manifolds in six-dimensional space which limits the approach. To this end, new features have to brought into the approximation like for example wavelets which allow additionally for multivariate rotations in the spirit of curvelets [14] . Also an approach in the spirit of wave-ray multigrid methods [9] may be envisioned. Alternatively an embedding in still higher-dimensional formulations which allows to express the electron-electron pairs as new coordinate directions might be explored. This, however, is future work.
